2000 honda civic ex tail lights
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Feb 03, Perfect Fit. The part was a perfect fit as usual. I will continue to patronize and
recommend you to all my family and friends. Michael Townsend. Purchased on Jan 17, Nov 30,
Easy Transaction. Easy online transaction, came early, easy to install, looks great. Daniel
Fudge. Purchased on Nov 17, Oct 31, Easy to install. Edward Wolfe. Purchased on Oct 02, Show
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Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. The various auto
lights installed on the exterior of our Honda Civic serves two basic functions. The first function
is to illuminate the path ahead so that the driver's view of the road would be clearer. Among the
auto lights with this function are the headlights and the fog lights. The other function of the auto
lights is to make the vehicle visible so that other vehicles wouldn't accidentally bump into it.
Various auto lights perform this function, including the corner lights up front and the side
marker lights on both sides. At the back of the vehicle, this function is served by the Honda
Civic tail lights. The tail lights are the pair of lights installed at the rear end of the vehicle, thus
they are also called rear lights or rear lamps. A typical tail light assembly includes the tail light
lens, tail light frame or bezel , tail light bulbs and tail light reflectors. In good working condition,
these tail lamp parts help illuminate the rear end of the vehicle, clearly showing the vehicle to
those behind it. Federal law requires taillights to illuminate red light. The same law, however,
does not specify the color to be used on the various tail lamp parts. For this reason, not all tail
lamps today have the same specification for their parts. Some tail lamps use red bulbs on clear
lenses while others use clear bulbs on red lenses. Still, some other vehicles today are equipped
with tail lamps having clear bulbs and clear lenses but equipped with red reflectors to mimic the
red light illuminated by older units. Traffic safety is a top design criterion in the manufacture of
Honda vehicles; that's why for your Honda Civic, you'll only find high quality and fully
functional Honda Civic tail lights. Honda Civic tail lamps, however, are not invulnerable to
damages. Once damaged, you can't expect your Honda Civic taillights to perform their function
well. Good thing, there are a lot of replacement tail lights and tail light assemblies available on
the market on your Honda Civic today. Available with altezza, euro-style, clear or smoked
lenses, these replacement Honda Civic rear lamps would not only make the rear end of your
Civic safe but also very stylish. Its reliability and affordability along with its user-friendly
features are what makes this model stand out from the rest. Usually located at the rear end of
the vehicle, it makes it easier for drivers to gauge the size and shape of the vehicle. It also
makes your car visible on the road especially when driving in inclement weather conditions.
Symptoms of a faulty tail light include cracked tail light lens or damaged housing and a
flickering tail light bulb. If you notice these symptoms or if your tail light seems to be dimmer
than usual or does not turn on at all, it is advisable to contact your trusted mechanic
immediately. Its reliability and affordability mixed with its user-friendly features make this model
stand out from the rest. It did not only pave the way for Honda as a big-time car manufacturer,

but it has also changed the status of small compact cars in the automotive market. Usually, tail
lights are located on the rear end of the vehicle. It contains the brake, rear turn indicator, and
reverse lights. It allows drivers to properly gauge the size and shape of the car. Aside from that,
tail lights can also help prevent accidents on the road. It allows vehicles to see your car
especially when driving during inclement weather conditions such as rain or snow. It is
important to make sure that your tail light assembly is in good and proper conditions at all
times to ensure your safety while on the road. It is also illegal to drive around with a busted tail
light. Tail lights can become faulty for many reasons including electric circuit issues, damaged
housing or a worn-out tail light bulb. Make sure to watch out for these signs and have your tail
light replaced right away if needed. Your tail light housing can be exposed to road debris and
the elements especially when driving on rough roads. Although a minor crack will not decrease
its functionality, it will eventually get worse. Make sure to routinely check your tail light lens for
minor cracks to avoid further damage to your tail light assembly. Another sign of faulty tail light
is a flickering tail light bulb. This symptom could be due to a bad tail light bulb or faulty
electrical wiring. If you want to inspect your car for this symptom, try parking reverse against
the wall. If you notice the lights flicker or if you notice that the tail light does not turn on right
away after turning the switch on, then consider calling your trusted mechanic to have your tail
light inspected immediately. This means your tail light is completely damaged and you have to
replace it immediately. It will also cost you a traffic violation ticket since most states require all
vehicles to have a pair of functioning tail lights. Usually, a completely busted tail light is caused
by electric wiring malfunction, a faulty switch or a busted fuse. Although there are many
self-help videos on how to replace tail light bulb or the whole tail light assembly, it is best to
have it inspected and replaced by a trusted mechanic. This will ensure that you are getting the
right fit for your Honda Civic. It is usually sold individually or pairs. If you notice that your tail
lights are dim or busted, it is time to have your trusted mechanic check it. The Honda Civic has
been known for its affordability and reliability for over 40 years. While Honda has long been
known for its motorcycles, its cars did not gain that much attention until the Civic was
introduced in What made this line different was that it had the finish of a German automobile but
at a much lower cost. Each pair of lights installed in your vehicle are not just for aesthetics.
However, these two lights differ in terms of function. Brake lights illuminate only when you
apply pressure on the brakes, while tail lights turn on at the same time as the headlights. Most
states strictly require the use of red tail lights. Headlights and tail lights are wired together so
the tail light automatically turns on once you switch your headlights on. Your Honda Civic
usually comes with a pair of halogen lights. However, you can upgrade to LED tail lights which
are becoming more popular these days. Halogen Tail Lights are standard in most vehicles. It is
popular because of its low cost. This type of tail light uses halogen gas mixed with
tungsten-halogen filaments to generate light. It may last anywhere between 18 to 24 months
before it will need replacement. Although halogen tail lights come as a standard piece in most
vehicles, LED lights are becoming a more popular choice. Car owners are starting to upgrade to
LED from the usual halogen lights. Upgrading from Halogen to LED can cost you more but the
number of benefits you can get from it are said to be worth it. LED lights provide better
illumination than single halogen bulbs, making your vehicle more visible at night. Another
advantage of switching to LED tail lights is its energy efficiency. LEDs only require a minimal
amount of energy compared to other light bulbs. LED tail lights are also easy to install. Because
it makes use of new technology, these require less wire splicing during installation. In fact, a lot
of LED tail lights are simply plug-and-play. If you have LED lights installed, it will be easy for
you to replace it with a new one. You may also choose to contact your trusted mechanic to do it
for you. Some cars use Xenon bulbs for their tail lights, but these are rare, as these bulbs can
be too bright and irritating to the eyes. This type of tail light is also expensive and can only be
installed by a professional. There are a number of variants available when it comes to this but
most come in shades of black or chrome. It is typically sold individually or in pairs. There have
been ten generations of Honda Civic since its debut in Driving with a busted tail light is
considered a traffic violation. Of course, it will be difficult for you to detect a faulty tail light if
you are always the one driving. You can ask someone to stand outside your car while you turn
on your headlights. You should also regularly inspect your tail lights for cracks and cloudy
lenses. Common Problems with the Honda Civic Tail Light Assembly Honda Civic tail light
assemblies are important safety features of your car--they keep the rear lights illuminated at
night and during extreme weather conditions. Aside from brake lights, the tail light assembly
also houses your car's turn signal, parking, and backing lights. These lights help other drivers
know whether you're braking, changing lanes, making turns, and backing up. Although tail light
assemblies are designed to last your car's lifetime, they are prone to wear and damage. Once
you've noticed signs of damage or wear on your car's tail light assembly, it's time to do some

troubleshooting. Here are some of the most common tail light assembly problems encountered
by Honda Civic owners, as well as the factors behind them:. Blinking tail lights can be caused
by several factors, and one of the most common factors is faulty wiring. Damaged or loose
wires can cause the tail lights to blink or flicker intermittently. Check all the wires connected to
the assembly for signs of damage. Fasten all loose wires and replace any corroded terminal to
ensure that you resolve the problem with flickering tail lights. Replace all damaged wires
immediately. Since tail light assemblies house the brake, turn signal, parking, and backing
bulbs-and these bulbs can burn out over time-it's important to look out for them as well.
Thankfully, you can easily remove these bulbs by accessing the back panel of the tail light
assembly. Check the bulbs for any broken filament and immediately replace any bulb with a
broken filament. It's also advisable to check the car's fuses because the problem might lie there.
Rear fender-benders are the most common reasons why tail light assemblies get damaged.
When the assembly cracks or gets damaged, it can render your parking, brake, turn signal, and
backing lights inoperable. Cracked tail light assemblies can still be repaired, and the first thing
that you can do is to remove the assembly to examine the extent of the damage. Plastic cement
solvents and fillers can repair small cracks. Replace a damaged tail light assembly lens
immediately with a new set. If you see that the damage is beyond repair, better replace the tail
light assembly with a new one. Designed to keep your car visible during nighttime driving,
Honda Civic tail lights play a vital role in road and personal safety. Tail light assemblies house
your car's turn signal, brake, and parking lights-all of which makes it easier for other drivers to
know your next move. Just like any car part, these assemblies are prone to damage and wear
over time. Since tail light assemblies are composed of different types of lights, it's really
important to keep them in good condition. Here are some maintenance tips that can help you
ensure a safer driving experience-and prevent being pulled over for traffic violations:. Always
make sure that the lights housed by your car's tail light assembly are functioning properly. Turn
on the car's signal lights to check if they're working. To see if the brake light is responding,
press on the brake pedal. Parking lights can be tested by putting your car's gear into reverse.
Replace all burnt-out bulbs and fuses. Also inspect the tail light assembly's wires for any sign
of damage or corrosion and replace them if needed. Moisture is the number one reason why the
lights in your car's tail light assembly fail. Check the tail light assembly's rubber or silicone
sealant for any sign of crack or wear. Replace these sealants immediately to keep moisture at
bay. Inspect the tail light assembly's lenses and make sure that they are intact. Cracked tail light
lenses can lessen the tail light's illumination and let water seep into the assembly. Damaged
lenses must be replaced immediately. A clean tail light assembly boosts the illumination of the
lights it houses. Cleaning also reveals hidden damage that can affect the tail lights'
performance. Sponge and soft cloth are the best materials to use when cleaning your car's tail
light assembly. Clean the tail light assembly's lens in a circular motion to avoid scratching the
plastic lens. Make sure that dirt, grime, and mud are removed from the lens and tail light
assembly. Dry the tail light assembly completely to avoid watermarks on its plastic lens. If the
Honda Civic tail light replacement is bought from a trusted online store and is DOT and SAE
approved, there is a higher probability that the replacement Honda Civic tail light is legal.
However, there is such a thing called tail light tinting that makes certain tail lights unacceptable.
Although tail light tinting law varies from one state to another, the general rule states that all tail
lights, including Honda Civic tail lights, must be visible from at least feet away. Honda Civic LED
tail lights are more radiantly colorful, brighter, more noticeable, and have longer life spans than
the regular tail lights of most Honda Civic models. They are also available in various design
patterns. Since most car owners change their tail lights both for repair and vanity, Honda Civic
tail lights are available in different types and designs. Aside from the regular, custom-fit tail
lights that are especially made for specific Honda Civic models, tinting options as well as LED
and Euro tail lights are being offered to Honda Civic owners. Tail lights in general should go on
and off depending on your car's movements. These problems are often solved by replacing the
tail light switch, which is very easy to do, and by replacing the entire tail light assembly. Most
drivers and car enthusiasts favor the second option since changing the tail light assembly is
inexpensive and more practical than changing just the defective part. We've Made a Site Update.
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